1. Using #lf-releng on Freenode as releng IRC channel and redirect people there Fatih Degirmenci
   - The proposal is available on https://lists.opnfv.org/pipermail/infra-wg/2017-October/000083.html
2. Jenkins default path is stupid. discuss permanent solution for adding /usr/local/bin Aric Gardner
   - The default path needs to be adjusted and /usr/local/bin should be added to it
   - This can be configured in Jenkins Global Configuration
3. Move from securedlab to pharos underway. Need to discuss granting forge author Aric Gardner
   - It is important to allow people to amend each others' changes and send patches to Pharos to work things on together
   - This practice has been followed by different OPNFV projects and other open source projects.
   - Infra WG agrees to enable forge author for Pharos repo
4. Discuss what could be considered sensitive beyond ipmi user and password in PDFs
   - IPMI user and password info will be encrypted
   - The lab owners can decide to opt-out IPMI user & password encryption
   - For Ericsson lab, encrypting IPMI user and password is sufficient
   - For Huawei lab, encrypting IPMI user and password is sufficient as well
5. Brief update on long duration test
   - Yang (Gabriel) Yu presented update regarding long duration test
   - The reason to start with OSA which is used by XCI is targeted for Long Duration Testing is due to resource shortage
   - The mail has been sent to installers and they're asked if they support long duration testing
   - A long term strategy is needed in order to run long duration testing against OPNFV installers
   - Nokia POD has been assigned for long duration testing
   - Support will be needed from Infra WG to ensure CI chain is setup, fulfilling the needs of OPNFV Test Community
6. Brief update on Jenkins server migration
   - Server has been setup and Jenkins has been configured
   - Current home directory needs to be copied and jobs need to be disabled
   - Some verification is needed to ensure Jenkins behaves as expected
   - Notifications will be sent out as needed
7. Action Items
   - NEW: Follow up the use of #lf-releng and send notification to opnfv-tech-discuss Fatih Degirmenci
   - NEW: Investigate configuring the default path for Jenkins consistently/globally Trevor Bramwell
   - NEW: Propose new committers for Pharos and review Aric Gardner
   - NEW: Talk to Intel, ZTE, BI and ARM lab owners before sending change to move lab info from securedlab to pharos repo Aric Gardner
   - NEW: Push lab info to pharos repo for the labs that do not have their info in securedlab repo Aric Gardner
   - NEW: Think about how to automate build server/vPOD configuration Trevor Bramwell Aric Gardner Fatih Degirmenci
   - DONE: Follow up the topic regarding the use of special HW and test accordingly during Plugfest. Tim Irnich
   - DONE: Clean up securelab access including creating new idap group for lab owners Aric Gardner
   - DONE: Schedule a Plugfest discussion on logging facilities - session is scheduled David McBride
   - DONE: Contact projects that are affected by Huawei Lab Move. wutianwei and Fatih Degirmenci
   - DONE: Connect and get the slave for intel-pod18 operational on OPNFV Jenkins. Narinder Gupta and Trevor Bramwell
   - Follow up the topic regarding defining the test requirements for finishing scenarios for the release during Plugfest. David McBride
   - Decide how to handle Pharos/HW Infra documentation - will it be part of Infra space on docs.opnfv.org or something else. Jack Morgan
   - Move PDF from Octopus repo to Pharos repo. Jack Morgan
   - Trevor Bramwell and Aric Gardner to talk about OPNFV Zuul3 prototype within LF Infra/Releng to see how it fits into overall LF strategy /backlog.
   - Jack Morgan and Fatih Degirmenci to review the no of PODs installers have.
   - Update documents on CI POD requirements Trevor Bramwell
   - Clean up non-active Pharos committers Jack Morgan
   - Pharos project needs to define hardware details to be included Jack Morgan